The goal of the game is to capture the enemy's King.

One turn for player. For decide who starts five pawns are thrown. If there is more 歩 starts the player who throw the pawns. The player who start will be called Sente and his rival Gote.

Captured pieces can be drop again on the board as own pieces.

It is not possible put 2 pawns on the same column or make checkmate dropping a pawn.

The pieces can promote in of the last 3 rows.

Checkmate is when the King is attacked and can’t do anything for stop it.

In shogifan.com the English and Japanese notation are used indistinctly.

Usually both are used for help to comprehend.

For the Japanese notation first need to point the column and then the row written in Japanese kanji. By last the piece is written.

Example: 7 六歩

For the English notation first need to write the initial of the letter.

King→K, Rook→R, Bishop→B, Gold→G,
Silver→S, Knight→N, LancerL, Pawn→P

Then need to write the column and the row that is written with an alphabet letter, starting with the A on the top row (from the Sente point of view).

Example: P7f